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Lancefield Primary School Newsletter
Term 1 Week 3— Thursday 11th Feb 2021
News from the Principal – Jo Emond
Welcome
Welcome everyone to the 2021 school year! It is fabulous to be back with all of our
students who has had a smooth and settled start to the year. It has been wonderful to
see our preps quickly develop their skills of organisation and independence at the beginning and end of each day. We also have several new families staring with us this
year with students in year levels other than prep and I would like to extend a very
warm welcome to you all.
COVID safe
Thank you for your ongoing cooperation in these challenging and changeable times.
Please remember that masks are required in our office space and please carry a mask
with you when in the school grounds in case you cannot maintain social distancing.
Also please remember if your child is presenting with any flu or cold like symptoms or
is unwell in any way they must remain at home until well. Please read the Managing
Illness in Schools on the last page of this newsletter for all information regarding COVID
testing etc.
AUSLAN at LPS
This year we are introducing AUSLAN as our second language across the school. On our
next curriculum day (FRIDAY 5th MARCH), all staff will participate in three modules
and complete the AUSLAN level 1 course by the end of term.
Auslan is Australian Sign Language, the native language of the Australian Deaf community, and is a visual-spatial, natural language with its own grammar and vocabulary.
Auslan has linguistic elements, such as hand shapes (including orientation, location and
movement), non-manual features (including eye gaze, facial expressions, arm, head
and body postures) and fingerspelling. Auslan also has its own grammar, which is
different from English. Auslan grammar is composed of precise hand shapes, facial expressions and body movements that convey concrete and abstract information.
Throughout the year, staff will use and instruct students in the use of Auslan through
everyday activities and learning in class.
Incorporating Auslan into LPS programs has many benefits for both deaf and hearing
children.
Sign language can:
· enhance student’s educational and personal development
· increase memory retention and motion processing
· stimulate brain development and mental flexibility
· increase enjoyment in communicating for both hearing and deaf students
expose students to a new way of communicating and whilst developing empathy
and understanding for those in our community with hearing difficulties.

February
12 Bully Zero Incursion
12 Welcome Picnic 5-6.30pm
16 Year 6 Men’s Shed
26 Summer Sports– Romsey

March
5 Curriculum Day
8 Labour Day—No School
9 3/4’s Bike Ed (wk 7-10)
19 Ride to School Day
24 5/6’s Pre-Orientation KHS

April
1 LAST DAY TERM 1

Child safe:
Lancefield Primary School
is committed to child
safety.
We want all children to
be safe, happy and empowered.

Principals message continued…
Fairy garden
We have a refurbished and very colourful NEW fairy grotto ready for lots of
imaginative play! We hope everyone enjoys this space. Thank you Tom and
Alex for your hard work on this project ,we especially love the gold fairies.
Voluntary contributions
Many families have chosen to make a voluntary contribution to the school
with their parent payments. Thank you very much for your support. We intend to put these funds towards completing our Megafauna Bush Learning
quiet play area (in the front corner of the school). We are yet to build our
Megafauna digging sand pit and plant around the features of the play area
with indigenous plants.
Welcome picnic
As the newsletter goes to print, we are going ahead with our Welcome Picnic
(weather permitting) on this Friday (12th Feb) evening, 5-6.30pm. We welcome you to come along and enjoy some snacks, early dinner, play some
games and have the opportunity to chat with other parents and staff. Please
BYO drinks, snack, and picnic rug. This is a NO ALCOHOL event.

Created by:
“TOMNOTJIM”

If you or your family have any cold/flu like symptoms or are unwell in
any way, please do not attend this event.
Adults must carry a mask with them to use in the case of the inability
to socially distance.
Tutor learning initiative update
Our tutor learning initiative program is up and running with Bec Borg working in this role on Monday and Tuesdays. Bec is currently working with Wiley and the year 6 students to provide extra explicit support to selected
students.
Staffing 2021
Our staffing profile for 2021 is as follows:
Prep A – Andrew Hall
Prep T – Travis Moait
1W – Wendy Bleeck
2C – Celeste Davis
3/4KB – Kirsty Slater and Bec Borg
3/4N – Natalie Judde
5C – Claudia Zalmstra
6W – Wiley Lewis
Education Support Staff
Michelle Wiseman
Shantelle Grant
Kaye Walker (SAKG coordinator)
Specialist teachers
Bridget Henkel – Visual Arts
Jessica Dimech – Physical Education
Katrina Hood – Music

Principals message continued…
Administration
Sharon Healy – Office administration
Di Slater – Business manager
Get to know you interviews
We are so pleased to be able to offer face to face interviews for term one however everyone must follow our
COVID safe practices to assist in keeping us all safe and well.
We ask that you take note of the following instructions:

Please be on time and leave on time, if you cannot attend the interview please notify the school asap.

Year 6W, 3/4KB and 5C parents/carers are to enter and exit through the MAIN door of the class atrium only.

Year 2C, 3/4N and 1W parents/carers are to enter and exit through the REAR door
up the steps, past the veggie garden) of the class atrium only.

Parents/carers/teachers are to maintain physical distancing of 1.5 metres.

Parents/carers/teachers must wear masks.

Parents/carers must sign in at either door prior to their interview.

Please use hand sanitiser upon entry.

Parents/carers are asked not to wait in the class atrium area or stay after an
interview.
If you have not yet booked in for your interview here is your reminder! Get To Know You interviews are being
conducted on THURSDAY 18th of February and TUESDAY 23rd FEBRUARY. Please book your time on ueducateUS. Prep parents/carers do not need to book an interview as they will be meeting up with Andrew or
Travis at their Wednesday interview session during February.

From the Preps
It has been an amazing first couple of weeks for the Prep students. They have amazed everyone with how
settled and comfortable they are at school. They have been to all the specialist classes and attended their first
assembly and taken it all in their stride.
We have begun our phonics program and have been looking at two sounds per week, so far we have covered S,
A, T and P. The children have been learning a song and action that goes with each sound to help them remember. You can have a look for yourself by following this link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRtjQEcnsoc&t=329s
In writing, we have been looking at the difference between a word, letter and sentence and they had a go at independently writing their own sentence. They all did a brilliant job and should be proud of what they did.
Maths has been focusing on counting, ordering numbers and matching digits to amounts.
For the rest of the term we will continue to look at the two new letters/sounds per week, do lots of handwriting
and work on blending of letters to read words. In Maths we will continue to look at all things to do with numbers
(counting, ordering, writing) and will also do some graphing. Our topic for Term 1 is all about me, we will explore
topics such as my family, community and school.
Hopefully all parents have been able to log into Seesaw and see photos and work from school. Don’t forget that
the kids absolutely love it when parents comment on their work. They get super excited when a new notification
appears during class and can’t wait to see who made the comment.
The students received a golden word card yesterday, this is to run in conjunction with home reading. Students
should be able to sight read the golden words. We encourage that you play some games with the cards such as
made two sets of each words and play a matching game, look for the words in the reader books or make them
out of play dough etc.
Cheers,
Andrew and Travis

Some first day pictures

YEAR 1/2
Welcome back! Over the past week the students have taken sometime to identify
and demonstrate our school values (Learning, Positivity and Safety) to get us
settled into the new school year.
Topic:
This term we will be exploring the topic, ‘Animal Helpers’. We will be looking at the
ways in which animals help us as well as the different ways in which we (the community) assist them. During this time will have guest speakers from RSPCA and
Guide Dogs Victoria visit the students. If you have an expertise in this field and are
willing to talk to the year 1 and 2 classes, please contact Celeste or Wendy.
English:
The year 1 students are using Jolly Phonics to help isolate the
sounds in words when reading and writing. In reading, we
will build strategies to read and create meaning. It’s great to
see students practising their reading at home on a daily basis. The students will focus on retelling and recounting experiences and events, and using strategies such as
onomatopoeia and similes, to enrich their writing. They will practise correct letter formation and placement
and work towards fluent handwriting.
To create more interest to the student’s work, the year 2s will be looking at using sizzling starts, exciting endings and show don’t tell writing strategies. We will also be refreshing our minds with our other writing strategies such as alliteration, onomatopoeia and similes. The students will continue to work with the Jolly Phonics
program for their spelling, targeting different ways to make a sound e.g ‘s’- s, se, c, ss etc.
Maths:
This term we will have a focus on place value, looking at the representing a number in different ways and the
value of a digit. The students will look at number patterns using their skip counting skills to identify the number
rule. We will compare and create different examples of data and represent the collected data with graphs.
Measurement will be another focus of the year levels, e.g. exploring our height and that of animals to tie in
with our term topic.

We look forward to seeing you all at the Welcome Picnic (February 12) and the Get to Know you Interviews
(February 18 or 23).
Wendy and Celeste :-)

LPS Chook Eggs now available
to purchase
$5.00

Peek into 3/4
Welcome to Term 1 in 3/4KB and 3/4N. Both classes have settled in and gotten off to a busy start.

School Values and School Wide Positive Behaviours
We have had a big emphasis on our school values ‘Learning’, ‘Positivity’ and ‘Safety’. The children have been
brainstorming ways that they can demonstrate our values and set up the best learning environment so that everyone can achieve their best. We have also been looking at our School Wide Positive Behaviour matrix to help us
make great behaviour choices, to focus on being kind to one another and creating a positive school.

Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Program
This term the 3/4s are lucky enough to be experiencing the Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden
Program with Kaye. Each week they will be involved in gardening and
cooking. In our classrooms we will have a big focus on reading and
writing procedural texts, such as recipes, and measurement skills, such
as weight, distance and area. This learning experience provides our 3/4s
with the opportunity to understand the connection between growing, harvesting and
food, alongside real world life skills. It is a great chance for them to be brave and try
new things together.

Seesaw
The 3/4s will be using Seesaw as a digital portfolio. It allows us to post photos and work from your child for you
to access from your phone or computer. We will also be using Seesaw as our main platform for communication.

YCDI!
At Lancefield Primary we focus on the social and emotional learning program called You
Can Do It! Each week we will focus on a skill or strategy for the 3/4s to develop their
awareness and understanding of social and emotional learning, in the hope that they will
apply their classroom learning to real world situations. YCDI helps us to become confident,
persistent, organised, kind and resilient members of our community.
Thank you from the 3/4 team
Practicing lining up
Bec, Kirsty and Natalie

What’s happening in 5/6
Welcome back to the new school year!
This term, we will be exploring dangerous animals, as well as the human body. Each day, students have been
creating Google Slides for dangerous animals that we have been reading about in, ‘The Illustrated Encyclopedia
of Dangerous Animals’, by Sami Bailey. We have explored animals such as the Africanised Honey Bee, the Australian Magpie and the Alligator Snapping Turtle. This includes looking at their conservation status, habitats and
adaptations.
In English, we are focusing on writing informative texts, following the Seven Steps Writing program. This includes generating great research questions and finding credible and accurate sources to support research information. We will use our theme topic to inspire our writing. We are following the Words Their Way spelling program, which is supported by grammar skills to improve writing and vocabulary.
Our focus topic for maths include Place Value, Shape, Statistics and Probability the Four Operations. We will be
using a variety of resources to support this learning, including Chromebook tasks on Dr Frost and Splash Learn,
concrete materials/hands on activities and task cards.
Volleyball teams have been training hard for our meet in Romsey next week with lunchtime training and special
PE sessions. Wish us luck.
The Grade 6 kids have had an opportunity to work with the people at the Men’s Shed to hone their woodwork
skills by making bird boxes and pencil cases.
You may also notice them sporting their new Grade 6 hoodies which in 30 degree heat makes for an interesting
smelling room.
Both classes have had a lovely time working with our buddies and meeting the new preps for 2021.

MUSIC
PREP
This term in Music students in Prep will be introduced to BEETHOVEN’S FIFTH SYMPHONY through listening,
instrument playing, visual examples and movement. Students will compose their own “short long” pieces based
on the first 4 notes of this music. Music concepts and terminology will be introduced through songs, instruments, movement and games.
Year 1
This term in Music students in grades 1 will be introduced to BEETHOVEN’S FIFTH SYMPHONY through listening,
instrument playing, visual examples and movement. Students will compose their own “short long” pieces based
on the first 4 notes of this music. Music concepts and terminology will be introduced or revised through songs,
instruments, movement and games.
Year 2
This term in Music students will be introduced to BEETHOVEN’S FIFTH SYMPHONY through
listening, instrument playing, visual examples and movement. Students will compose their
own “short long” pieces based on the first 4 notes of this music. Music concepts and terminology will be introduced or revised through songs, instruments, movement and games.
Year 3/4
Students in grades 3 and 4 will be introduced to Beethoven and his Fifth Symphony. Listening maps, YouTube
clips and artistic responses to Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony will be presented to assist their learning. They will be
revisiting instruments of the orchestra and patterns that occur in compositions, in particular the “motif” in the
main melody. Students will also be following composition rules to compose and perform their own short
“Raps”.
Year 5
Students in grade 5 will be introduced to the life and music of Beethoven; in particular his 5th Symphony. Listening maps, visual scores, YouTube clips and artistic responses to Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony will be presented to
assist their learning. Students will become familiar with music notation as they begin to read from the music
staff and use computer programs to support this learning. Students will also compose a short melodic “motif”
based on the start of Beethoven’s 5th and present it as either a performance or on a computer program.
Year 6
Students in grade 6 will be introduced to the life and music of Beethoven; in particular his 5th Symphony. Listening maps, visual scores, YouTube clips and artistic responses to Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony will be presented to
assist their learning. Students will become familiar with music notation as they begin to read from the music
staff and use computer programs to support this learning. Students will also compose a short melodic “motif”
based on the start of Beethoven’s 5th and present it as either a performance or on a computer program.
KEYBOARD LESSONS
Dear Parents and Keyboard Students
It is my sad news to let you know that keyboard lessons will not be taking place for the first half of this year
I hope to be able to resume lessons again in Term 3 but the impact of Covid 19
And all the restrictions and school closures from last year mean
Music Foundations is non-operational for a while.
I would like to say a very big THANKYOU to all the parents who supported their children with
Zoom lessons.
You were amazing!
For those of you who have a current credit - I will be in contact with you shortly to arrange a refund.
Keep playing and enjoying your music
Dianne
music.foundations@outlook.com

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This year we have begun looking at our school values Learning, Positivity and Safety and how
we can demonstrate them in PE. We have talked about different ways we can show them during games and while we are working together in teams.
Prep and Year 1
The preps and grade 1 students are now beginning to look at locomotor skills such as running,
skipping, jumping and hopping. We will be exploring different ways to move using circuits,
equipment and music.
Year 2
The grade 2 students are going to be focusing on minor games and working together in
groups and teams to demonstrate how games can be fun and also teach us about cooperation and teamwork.
Year 3/4
The grade 3/4 students are beginning to develop volleyball skills. We will have a direct
focus on learning how to set, dig and serve using correct technique and we will implement them into modified games of volleyball.
Year 5/6
The grade 5 and 6 classes will also be focusing on volleyball with a focus on movement around the court during
a volleyball game. We will also look at refining technique of skills such as setting, digging and serving.
Sport this term:
PE TIMETABLE
Summer Sport Carnival- 26th Feb
nd
TUESDAYS: PREPS
THURSDSAYS: YEARS 1,2,3/4’S, 5 & 6’S
LPS whole School Cross Country- 2 Mar
Reminders
Please remember to send your child in runners to school (or pack them in their bag) on their PE day. Students
will also benefit from having their own drink bottle to bring to PE especially during this warmer weather.

ART
As a new teacher to Lancefield Primary School, we used our first week to get to know each other and remind
ourselves of the Art room routines and expectations. We also spent time on the design of our new Art Folios
where students were asked to reflect their interests and personality in their design.
Each class was also asked to create some bright and colourful ‘LPS 2021’ posters that will be displayed on the
fence at the front of the school. The students are in the still in the process of creating and completing these
posters but we have included a sneak peek of their amazing work – keep an eye out for the finished product in the coming weeks!

Class Posters
Prep A & Prep T
The Prep students were responsible for the ‘L’ poster and were inspired by Melbourne artist Charlotte Alldis. Charlotte looks at mark making with different tools including her hands and feet, so the
preps worked together using their hands to fill the poster with coloured handprints.
1W & 2C
The Year 1 and 2 students were responsible for the ‘S’ and ‘2’ posters. We used small stars to create an individual artwork that came together to create a collective artwork. Students used markers and created interesting
designs which looked at colour and line.
3/4KB & 3/4N
The Year 3 and 4 students were responsible for the ‘P’ and ‘0’ posters. They were inspired by
Wassily Kandinsky’s Squares with Concentric Circles and each created their own concentric
circle artwork each. The circles are full of bold colour and show each student’s artistic style
with the different brushstrokes and colour choices.
5C & 6W
The Year 5 and 6 students were responsible for the ‘2’ and ‘1’ posters. They were inspired by Bridget Riley’s artwork that focuses on repetition, line and colour. Each class created a vertical and a horizontal line poster to
mimic Riley’s hypnotic pattern work.

KITCHEN GARDEN

3/4 classes are developing safe and responsible working skills in the garden and kitchen.

IN THE GARDEN
Students are learning about the tools used in the garden and how to safely use them. We practised using secateurs, rakes, trowels, watering cans, and a hose.

IN THE KITCHEN
In our first week in the kitchen students learnt about knife safety including three chopping techniques, The
Bridge, The Bear Claw and the Rock and Chop.
Last week students prepared Salad of Imagination, with ingredients such as, bacon, seeds, cheeses, lettuce, tomatoes. Also Vietnamese Rice Paper Rolls.
This week the menu consisted of Tortillas, Greek Salad, Hummus and a Simple Salsa.

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Congratulations to the following students for their
Achievement Awards:
PE
SAKG
PA
PT
1W
2C
3/4K
3/4N
5C
6W

Arturo
Douglas
Tresne
Lacey
Xavier
Ryeleigh
Noah
Lily B
Evie
Hazel
Seth
Reece

Showing the safety value in PE
Enthusiastically completing gardening & cooking tasks. Well done!
Fabulous work with the ‘a’ & ‘s’ sounds
Amazing work with her hand writing
Showing resilience & cheerfully having a go at new things
Leadership abilities
His tremendous work with his text recount adding lots of detail
For demonstrating the school values every day
Her focus and interest to achieve her best in all learning activities
For working hard and striving to achieve your best
For asking wonderful questions that generate interesting class discussions
For his excellent approach to his maths tasks

THANK YOU ROBIN!!
We would like to send a HUGE thank you to Year 1 parent Robin Ford for spreading the soft fall for both the
upper and lower playgrounds. You did a fabulous job once again Robin and the staff and students at LPS are so
very grateful.

JANUARY BIRTHDAYS
Happy birthday to all of the staff and students that celebrated birthday’s in January!
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Camps, Sports and Excursions Fund applications
The Camps, Sports and Excursions Fund helps eligible families to cover the costs of school trips, camps and sporting activities.
If you have a valid means-tested concession card, such as a Veterans Affairs Gold Card, Centrelink Health Care Card or
Pensioner Concession Card, or are a temporary foster parent, you may be eligible. There is also a special consideration
category for asylum seeker and refugee families.
Payment amounts this year are $125 for eligible primary school students. Payments are made direct to the school to use
towards expenses relating to camps, excursions and sporting activities for the benefit of your child.
If you applied for CSEF through our school last year, you do not need to complete an application form this year, unless
there has been a change in your family circumstances.
If you would like to apply for the first time, please collect an application form from the school office.
You can also download the form, and find out more about the program and eligibility, on the Department of Education
and Training’s Camps, Sports and Excursions Fund web page.

